Course Requirements
All students must take two exams, as noted below. Ph.D. students must also complete a seminar paper within the subject area using some of the techniques covered in class. The exams will each be worth ½ of the grade for MA students and ¼ of the grade for Ph.D. students. Ph.D. students should see me outside of class to discuss your papers. I will also hand out problem sets periodically. You are strongly encourage to complete the problem sets because they are good preparation for the exams.

Schedule
The supplementary readings referred to below are from my forthcoming undergraduate textbook in international organization. Students may find them helpful in understanding the other readings on the syllabus. They are available on my homepage on the Politics Department website. Articles marked with ** will be placed at the front desk for you to Xerox and return.

Introduction, September 5
The Need for Cooperation, September 12
    Supplementary: Gilligan Chapter 2

Enforcement September 19

    Supplementary: Gilligan Chapter 3

Bargaining September 26
    Supplementary: Gilligan Chapter 4

Multilateralism October 3

**Regime Design** October 10


Review October 17

**Mid-term Exam** October 24

October 31: Peacekeeping


November 7: Trade Policy Cooperation


International Macroeconomic Cooperation, November 14


International Organizations for Human Rights, November 21


Simmons, Beth. 2002. Why Commit? Harvard University. Mimeo **

Review December 5

December 11 Final Exam